Atypical Antipsychotics: CATIE Study, Drug-Induced Movement Disorder and Resulting Iatrogenic Psychiatric-Like Symptoms, Supersensitivity Rebound Psychosis and Withdrawal Discontinuation Syndromes
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Chronic illness can result in chronicity of clinical practice. As we have moved away from prescribing classical antipsychotics and tricyclic antidepressants, issues remain with the use of atypical antipsychotics and second-generation antidepressants that need to be addressed, namely, iatrogenic discontinuation syndromes and supersensitivity psychiatric symptoms. An optimal maintenance drug treatment consists of regular attempts to reduce the dose by finding a minimal therapeutic dose, regularly asking the question of when to reduce or withdraw treatment and for which patients, and moreover, why it is difficult to decrease a given drug treatment. Recently, Falloon [1] proposed that maintenance pharmacotherapy in schizophrenia will depend on finally finding minimally effective doses through ‘extensive training in stress management’. In the long-term treatment of major depression, Fava [2] has hypothesized that antidepressants can aggravate the course of depressive illness. Lambert [3] recently suggested that ‘antipsychotic-switching syndromes’, which include discontinuation syndromes, are a ‘major barrier’ to adjusting antipsychotic treatment. In this paper, we propose that to achieve optimal maintenance treatment with antipsychotics, and to reduce or withdraw antipsychotics effectively, we must distinguish syndromes associated with discontinuing antipsychotics, such as supersensitivity psychosis, from true relapse. While the prevalence and incidence of drug-induced movement disorder(s) (DIMD) has continuously decreased with atypical antipsychotics, DIMD persist as do psychiatric and psychiatric-like symptoms associated with DIMD, and these must also be identified and evaluated. Persistent DIMD have been found to be a predictor of the later emergence of tardive dyskinesia (TD) and supersensitivity psychosis [4]. At present, we need to determine the relative risk of iatrogenic discontinuation syndromes, DIMD and DIMD psychiatric symptoms resulting from atypical antipsychotics.

Although atypical antipsychotics are now most commonly prescribed, a debate has emerged on the differences between classical and atypical antipsychotics following the results of the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) study [5]. The question that comes to the forefront is why recent studies are no longer finding well-established differences between these two generations in terms of efficacy and DIMD. Reasons to explain why recent schizophrenia studies have found reduced drug and placebo differences were examined at the International Society for CNS Clinical Trials and Methodology Annual Mid-Year Conference [6].
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While the fact must be considered that patients included in recent studies have less severe illness with symptoms that are better controlled than in past studies (likely due to earlier treatment), the issue that psychiatric symptoms specific to schizophrenia are not being adequately measured nor differentiated from psychiatric and psychiatric-like symptoms associated with DIMD is crucial to answering this question. For example, it is hard to believe that in a recent review of psychomotor slowing in schizophrenia, the authors, when evaluating its effect on measurement and treatment research to improve cognition in schizophrenia (MATRICS), nearly completely ignored the influence of akinesia and DIMD on neuropsychological tests in schizophrenia and the importance of accurate DIMD measurements [7]. As we pursue this ongoing discussion, we recommend the discontinuation of all classical antipsychotics due to their neurotoxic association with a high prevalence of DIMD and increases in basal ganglia volumes [8], and now address how to prescribe atypical antipsychotics most effectively, by taking into account DIMD-associated psychiatric symptoms and iatrogenic discontinuation syndromes.

The CATIE Study and DIMD Psychiatric Symptoms

The first widely prescribed atypical antipsychotic, risperidone, was first approved in Canada in 1993 following the publication of the Canadian Multicenter Risperidone Study, which reported clear advantages of risperidone over haloperidol and the placebo, and significantly less appearance of DIMD with risperidone than haloperidol [9]. DIMD includes the 4 types of movement disorders induced by antipsychotics: parkinsonism, dystonia, dyskinesia and akathisia [10]. These findings were confirmed by the American Risperidone Study [11] and several other studies reporting greater efficacy of risperidone over classical antipsychotics in terms of cost-efficiency [12] and the clinical management of patients with schizophrenia [13–17]. However, the CATIE study [5] challenged these results. The CATIE study found that of the 4 atypical antipsychotics studied, olanzapine was the only atypical to be more efficacious than the classical antipsychotic perphenazine, and to be highly superior to risperidone for discontinuation of treatment, due to lack of efficacy [5]. Olanzapine is known to produce less DIMD compared to risperidone, therefore one would expect psychiatric symptoms caused by DIMD to be less frequent with olanzapine than risperidone. The expected higher rate of DIMD-induced emergent psychiatric symptoms associated with risperidone would explain the CATIE results, showing risperidone to be significantly less efficacious than olanzapine [5], despite risperidone being known to be at least as efficacious as olanzapine for true schizophrenic symptoms. Furthermore, the rating scales used to measure DIMD did not find the well-established differences between the 5 antipsychotics for DIMD rates [5]. Thus, we propose that DIMD and DIMD-induced psychiatric symptoms were confounded with true schizophrenic symptoms in the CATIE study. DIMD-associated psychiatric symptoms could be classified into 3 types: (1) emergent psychiatric symptoms caused by DIMD, such as akinesia inducing depression, akathisia inducing anxiety; (2) iatrogenic psychiatric-like symptoms resulting from confounding DIMD with psychiatric symptoms, such as akinesia confounded with psychomotor retardation, akathisia with agitation; (3) supersensitivity psychosis explained by quetiapine’s loose binding properties at the D₂ receptor [18]. Patients taking quetiapine had a completion rate of 18% out of 329 patients, whereas in our 3-year prospective study of quetiapine monotherapy with a lower mean dose of 487 mg/day (thus less likely to develop therapeutic tolerance), the completion rate was 21.7% out of 23 patients; 6 of 7 patients who relapsed, after a minimum 3 months of stabilized quetiapine treatment, met the criteria for supersensitivity psychosis [19]. Without distinguishing these DIMD-associated psychiatric symptoms from symptoms due to the original illness, the major impact of atypical antipsychotics is on the reduction of DIMD and TD [10, 20], and their beneficial effects on psychosis are masked by DIMD emergent psychiatric symptoms, including supersensitivity psychosis. We will review 4 multicenter trials, which include a total of 14,497 patients, to illustrate how psychiatric and schizophrenic symptoms are confounded with DIMD-associated psychiatric symptoms.

TD in the Time Period of Classical Antipsychotics

TD epidemiology has changed significantly since the introduction of atypical antipsychotics, with a constant decline in its prevalence [10]. TD, classified as a DIMD, is a hyperkinetic, involuntary and purposeless movement...
disorder [10, 20]. Considered as the most significant side effect of classical antipsychotics, TD has been associated with antipsychotics and gastrointestinal neuroleptics, and usually occurs after several years of treatment. Persistent TD can also occur after short-term exposure to classical antipsychotics and gastrointestinal neuroleptics even at low doses and for as few as 2 months [8, 21–23], while reversible and withdrawal dyskinesias share properties with levodopa-induced dyskinesia [24]. We conducted several epidemiological studies of TD [4, 25–27] and in 1975, using the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) psychopharmacology criteria, we found a 31% prevalence of TD in 261 outpatients with schizophrenia [25]. We also evaluated these patients according to the Schoeller and Kane research diagnostic criteria and found a 22% prevalence of TD. This variability of findings related to defining criteria complicates comparisons across studies [10]. In a 5-year follow-up study of 169 of the same patients [4, 25], 45% met the research diagnostic criteria for TD. In 1975, 131 of the 261 patients did not meet the research diagnostic for TD, and in 1980 treatment-emergent TD was found in 46 of the patients who did not have it in 1975, for a 5-year cumulative incidence rate of 35% and a mean annual incidence rate of 8.4%. When corrected for remissions, the mean annual incidence rate decreased to 2.9%. This incidence rate, which includes both patients who developed and remitted from TD over time, is similar to results found by other studies during the same time period [28, 29]. The cumulative incidence of treatment-emergent TD in the study by Kane et al. [29] was 12% after 4 years and 40% after 8 years of neuroleptic exposure, which is similar to our finding of an annual incidence rate (corrected for remissions) of 3% for classical antipsychotics.

In a study carried out in 130 lithium-treated affective disorder patients previously, but less, exposed to antipsychotics, we found a TD prevalence of 9.2% [26], which was a quarter of the incidence reported in our previous studies on patients with schizophrenia who had greater exposure to antipsychotics. In this time period of classical antipsychotics, 2 meta-analyses (including mostly patients with schizophrenia) reported mean TD prevalences of 23% [30] and 20% [31]. In view of the fact that 58% of patients treated with classical antipsychotics will develop treatment-emergent TD after 10–15 years of treatment [4], and the known beneficial neuroprotective effects of atypical antipsychotics on TD [32] and on increased basal ganglia volumes induced by classical antipsychotics [8], we recommend the discontinuation of all classical antipsychotics due to their neurotoxic effects.

### TD in the Time Period of both Classical and Atypical Antipsychotics

In the time period of both classical and atypical antipsychotics, the following multicenter studies (n = 3,753) evaluated the incidence and prevalence of TD, using the same definitions, Extrapyramidal Symptom Rating Scale [20] and training videotapes as in the previous time period. In the first study, an annual TD incidence of 0.68% was reported prospectively in 725 patients with schizophrenia, treated with the long-acting injectable atypical antipsychotic risperidone [27, 33]. Treatment-emergent TD was found in 12 of 587 patients without dyskinesia at the baseline [33]; however, expert case assessment determined 7 cases (1.19%) of withdrawal dyskinesia (3 cases resolved, 4 cases unchanged), 1 case (0.17%) of reversible dyskinesia and 4 cases (0.68%) of persistent treatment-emergent TD. Of the patients with baseline dyskinesia, 28.4% improved, no longer met TD criteria and maintained this response [33]. This annual treatment-emergent TD incidence of 0.68% with atypical antipsychotics is only 22% of the annual incidence of 3% reported with classical antipsychotics [4]. In the second study, the Schizophrenia International Suicide Prevention Trial (67 centers in 11 countries) [34], 980 patients with schizophrenia, or schizoaffective disorders, taking an atypical alone (25.6%), a classical alone (31.5%) or both a classical and an atypical antipsychotic (42.9%) were included from March 19, 1998, to February 14, 1999, and TD was found at the baseline in 115 (12%) patients [27, 35]. Thus, after 10 years in the time period of both classical and atypical antipsychotics, the overall prevalence of TD decreased by at least twofold compared to our previous 1979–1988 studies with classical antipsychotics [4, 25], using the same definitions, Extrapyramidal Symptom Rating Scale and training videotapes. In the third study (baseline data from three Ris-Consta multicenter studies) [27, 36] carried out 1 year later, 2,048 patients were included from March 21, 1999, to December 15, 2000, and TD was found at the baseline in 209 patients (10.2%), using the same methodology. This study showed a further decrease in the prevalence of TD after an additional year of atypical use. This changing epidemiology of TD with atypical antipsychotics is confirmed by Correll et al. [37] in a systematic review of 1-year prospective studies with atypical antipsychotics, and by Jeste et al. [38] in a 1-year study of elderly patients treated with risperidone. In conclusion, following the introduction of atypical antipsychotics, the prevalence and incidence of TD have significantly decreased. However, the risk for TD still exists with both...
atypical and classical antipsychotics, and there is a need for continued surveillance of emerging cases of TD in patients taking antipsychotics [39], especially as the current debate continues on the differences in efficacy between these two generations of antipsychotics following results from studies such as the CATIE [5, 39]. Furthermore, Kane [39] has pointed out that newly trained clinicians using mostly atypical antipsychotics may not have had the same exposure to TD as previously trained clinicians.

**DIMD and DIMD-Associated Psychiatric Symptoms in the Time Period of both Classical and Atypical Antipsychotics**

A high prevalence of all 4 types of DIMD (parkinsonism, dystonia, dyskinesia and akathisia) remains. In the Schizophrenia International Suicide Prevention Trial (n = 980), a prevalence of 57.3% of DIMD (n = 551 patients) was found [27, 35]. In the Ris-Consta studies (n = 2,048) [27, 36], 970 patients (47.4%) had DIMD at the baseline, which consisted of 778 patients with parkinsonism (38.0%), 285 patients with akathisia (14%) and 209 patients with TD (10.2%). Thus, nearly 1 patient out of 2 had a definite DIMD in this time period of classical and atypical antipsychotics. In addition, DIMD have been consistently associated with significant psychiatric symptoms as measured by the positive and negative syndrome scale (PANSS) [40, 41]. In the InterSePT study (n = 980), which included patients with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder who were at risk of suicide, suicidality was associated at baseline with DIMD, parkinsonism, TD and akathisia, and depression was associated with TD and akathisia [27, 35]. Based on these results, we recommend routinely assessing DIMD in patients with schizophrenia with suicidal and depressive symptoms. In the Ris-Consta studies (n = 2,048), baseline DIMD were also significantly associated with the PANSS total score, positive, negative and anxiety/depression symptoms [27, 36]. Greater anxiety and depression were seen in patients with severer DIMD, akathisia and parkinsonism. Higher PANSS negative symptom rating was associated with parkinsonism and higher PANSS total scores were associated with akathisia. In this time period, these last two studies (n = 3,028) show that DIMD persists with atypical antipsychotics, and that patients with DIMD have significantly higher PANSS scores compared to patients without DIMD.

These results are in agreement with findings from 2 other multicenter studies: the American CATIE study [5] and the European Schizophrenia Outpatient Health Outcomes (SOHO) study [42]. In the CATIE baseline data, patients with TD (n = 212) were found to have significantly more psychopathology than patients without TD (n = 1,098) as measured by the PANSS total score and PANSS general psychopathology subscale [43]. In the 3-year prospective SOHO study, emergent cases of TD were associated with greater overall psychopathology. An increase in clinical global impression overall symptom severity was longitudinally associated with new cases of TD (5.7%) in patients without TD at the baseline (n = 8,620) [44]. The SOHO and the CATIE studies have also examined other predictors for TD. Both the CATIE and SOHO studies found that other DIMD were associated with TD [43, 45]: the CATIE study showed that patients with TD had more parkinsonism and/or akathisia [43] while the SOHO study found that baseline extrapyramidal symptoms predicted TD [45], confirming our 1988 findings in a prospective study of TD [4]. In addition to reporting that the incidence of TD was lower in patients taking atypical compared to classical antipsychotics after 6 months [46], the SOHO study showed that the incidence of TD was associated with the incidence of prolactin-related sexual disturbances, independent of drug-induced changes in prolactin concentrations [47, 48].

It is crucial to acknowledge that there is a persistence of DIMD with atypical antipsychotics, which are not recognized and confounded with psychiatric symptoms [27]. Several rating scales used routinely in clinical trials to detect DIMD do not differentiate DIMD from psychiatric symptoms [20]. Results from the 4 multicenter trials (n = 14,497 patients) looking into this issue, the CATIE [43], the InterSePT [27, 35], the Ris-Consta [27, 36] and the SOHO studies [44], have all confirmed the strong association of DIMD with psychiatric symptoms. Since most of the studies included in this paper measure psychiatric symptoms according to the PANSS, we propose the following classification of PANSS psychiatric symptoms associated with DIMD: first, emergent psychiatric symptoms caused by DIMD, such as anxiety, depression and suicidality (for example, akinesia is known to produce depression, fatigue, psychomotor retardation and suicidal ideation, while akathisia induces anxiety, psychomotor agitation, aggression, insomnia and suicidal ideation [49–52] and TD is also associated with suicidal ideation [52]); second, iatrogenic psychiatric-like symptoms resulting from confounding and misidentifying DIMD with psychiatric symptoms, such as confounding...
bradykinesia and facial mask with blunted affect and motor retardation, akathisia with agitation, anxiety and insomnia and dystonias and dyskinesias with mannerisms and schizophrenic motor disturbances [20]; third, psychiatric schizophrenic symptoms associated with DIMD caused by supersensitivity psychosis, which we are now going to review.

**Supersensitivity Withdrawal Syndromes and Supersensitivity Rebound Psychosis**

We first reported drug-induced psychotic relapses associated with TD [53–55], a fall in prolactin [53] and increased dopamine receptor bindings [56] after long-term treatment with classical antipsychotics, and we labeled this phenomenon supersensitivity psychosis. We observed that TD and supersensitivity psychosis appeared with the decrease or withdrawal of an antipsychotic, but, given differing risk factors, not necessarily together and at the same time. The debate continues on how to most effectively withdraw antipsychotic [1] and antidepressant drugs [2], and avoid psychiatric syndromes associated with discontinuation. Three different types of syndromes have been described with the discontinuation of psychotropic drugs: (1) withdrawal syndromes (minor and major new symptoms) [57]; (2) rebound syndromes (rebound insomnia [58], rebound anxiety [59, 60] and rebound panic [61]), which have been reported with benzodiazepines [62] and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) [63]; (3) supersensitivity syndromes such as TD and supersensitivity psychosis [53, 54, 64]. These discontinuation syndromes all produce psychiatric symptoms that can be confounded with true relapse of the original illness. In a recent review of the literature on rapid-onset psychosis (supersensitivity psychosis), Moncrief [65, 66] also argues the importance of differentiating between antipsychotic withdrawal effects related to the course of the original illness and drug-induced effects such as supersensitivity psychosis. If morbidity due to the discontinuation of a psychotropic drug can be differentiated from the course of original illness and more effectively treated, long-term maintenance treatment could be reduced and avoided in some patients [65]. The long-term maintenance with second-generation antidepressants and subsequent relapse of a major depressive disorder [67–69] is another example of the difficulty encountered in decreasing and withdrawing psychotropic drugs during long-term maintenance treatment. The SSRI paroxetine has also recently been shown to produce a new persistent rebound panic disorder following withdrawal [61, 70], thought to be related to noradrenergic supersensitivity [61]. When discontinuing antipsychotics and antidepressants, the phenomena of supersensitivity syndromes and other iatrogenic discontinuation syndromes must be recognized to avoid giving unnecessarily high doses or prolonged treatment.

A cross-sectional survey of 224 outpatients (113 men and 111 women) with schizophrenia treated with a standardized single classical antipsychotic treatment (which also included 1 antiparkinsonian, but no antidepressants, no mood stabilizers and no benzodiazepines) showed a prevalence of 22% for supersensitivity psychosis [55]. The prevalence of TD (45%), using Schooler and Kane criteria, was twice that found for supersensitivity psychosis. Including borderline cases of supersensitivity psychosis increased the prevalence of supersensitivity psychosis to 43%. Supersensitivity psychosis was associated with a higher maintenance dose of classical antipsychotics, high prolactin levels and schizophrenia with a ‘good’ prognosis. The higher antipsychotic dose and higher prolactin levels associated with supersensitivity psychosis lend support to the theory of dopamine supersensitivity and these results suggest that lower doses of antipsychotics could prevent the appearance of supersensitivity psychosis. In this study, there was no relationship found between TD and supersensitivity psychosis, perhaps due to TD being associated with poor-prognosis schizophrenia and supersensitivity psychosis with good-prognosis schizophrenia. A higher antipsychotic dose was not shown to be a risk factor for TD, whereas increased age was associated with TD but not associated with supersensitivity psychosis. It is worth noting that most patients in this study were treated with fluphenazine which has a high affinity for the D2 receptor, which could lead to both a high incidence of supersensitivity psychosis and DIMD [71], as the drug is known to produce a high incidence of parkinsonian symptoms [72].

Supersensitivity psychosis, in its masked and withdrawal forms, is known to occur within 6 weeks following the decrease or withdrawal of an oral antipsychotic or within 3 months for a long-acting injectable antipsychotic. We have proposed that TD and supersensitivity psychosis can result from the loss of cholinergic interneurons in the neostriatum [73] caused by prolonged overactivation following antipsychotic-induced elevations in D2 High (D2 receptors with functional high affinity for dopamine) [74]. The developments of supersensitivity psychosis and TD share many characteristics. They can both occur after long-term use of antipsychotics and can be-
come irreversible and difficult to control with readmin-
istration of the offending antipsychotic [73]. Emotional
stress worsens both TD and supersensitivity psychosis
[64], and both can be temporarily exacerbated by central
anticholinergics and acutely improved by cholinomimetics
and anticholinesterases [73]. TD was shown to be the
best predictor of supersensitivity psychosis in our 5- and
10-year follow-up study of supersensitivity psychosis [4,
75]. TD and supersensitivity psychosis may or may not
occur together in the same time frame, but TD is often
associated with supersensitivity psychosis when it occurs
during withdrawal of antipsychotics [53, 54]. These two
supersensitivity syndromes have been difficult to study
due to the fact that antipsychotics can mask their appear-
ance [73]. A further difficulty with identifying supersen-
sitivity psychosis is that symptoms resemble the original
illness and true relapse; however, supersensitivity psy-
chosis can be distinguished as it improves more quickly
after readministration of the antipsychotic than true re-
lapse, occurs with continuous high doses of antipsychot-
ic and not with noncontinuous antipsychotic treatment
and shows therapeutic tolerance to antipsychotic treat-
ment after having shown good drug response [64]. Over
time, as therapeutic tolerance increases, there is further
development of dopamine supersensitivity [74] and fur-
ther cholinergic cell loss. Supersensitivity syndromes,
like TD, can be: (1) masked, overt (treatment-emergent)
or mixed; (2) transient, persistent or mixed; (3) irrevers-
able, reversible (hump course) or mixed [71]. Supersensi-
tivity symptoms can persist for several months or years
and can still be reversible or potentially irreversible.
When they become persistent and irreversible, supersen-
sitivity symptoms resemble rebound symptoms, being
severer than the original symptoms, but these supersen-
sitivity symptoms persist in contrast to rebound symp-
toms and may include new psychotic symptoms [64].

For atypical antipsychotics, it has been proposed that
supersensitivity psychosis occurs more frequently with
antipsychotics with fast dissociation from the D2 receptor
[76]. The 2 atypical antipsychotics most often associated
with supersensitivity psychosis are quetiapine and clo-
apetine [77] which both have loose binding properties
at the D2 receptor [18, 76]. An additional factor which pro-
duces rapid and severe relapse in the withdrawal of clo-
apetine is its effect as an M4 cholinergic receptor agonist.
Thus, for clozapine the rapid relapse upon withdrawal
would additionally be exacerbated by the M4 receptor
downregulation following chronic administration of ag-
onists at this receptor. After drug withdrawal, in the ab-
sence of the M4 agonist, cAMP production undergoes a
dramatic rebound, and florid psychosis results [78]. Some
cases of supersensitivity psychosis have also been report-
ed with olanzapine [79]. Supersensitivity psychosis was
found to be associated with quetiapine in our 3-year open
label study of quetiapine in 23 stable male outpatients
with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder who had
previously been treated with classical antipsychotics and/or
risperidone, and had shown interepisode residual
symptoms and complained of side effects [19]. As men-
tioned in our discussion of the CATIE study, 7 patients
relapsed after a minimum of 3 months of stabilized treat-
ment and 6 of these patients met the criteria for supersen-
sitivity psychosis [19]. Throughout the trial, 11 of 14 pa-
tients with baseline TD (78.6%) relapsed, supporting the
idea that TD predisposes to supersensitivity psychosis re-
lapse.

Anticonvulsants (valproic acid, lamotrigine and gaba-
pentin) have been shown to be efficacious in approxi-
mately 50% of patients with supersensitivity psychosis
[64, 80]. We also recommend the use of anticonvulsants
in supersensitivity panic and generalized anxiety disor-
der induced by the discontinuation of SSRIs, particularly
the anticonvulsant gabapentin. An anticonvulsant can be
used in conjunction with an antipsychotic or an SSRI in
order to more effectively decrease or withdraw these psy-
chotropic drugs and find the minimal therapeutic dose
for patients who still need long-term treatment. Finding
a minimal therapeutic dose with an anticonvulsant has
an additional advantage for a drug like olanzapine, as de-
creasing the dose will avoid significant metabolic side ef-
effects. In 2001, in the New York State Office of Mental
Health psychiatric centers, 35% of patients with a diag-
nosis of schizophrenia received valproate, and approxi-
ately 10% received gabapentin [81]. For severe cases of
schizophrenia, the use of valproic acid or lamotrigine [82,
83] is preferred in order to prevent drug tolerance to ant-
spsychotic effects. While gabapentin is less potent than
valproic acid or lamotrigine, it is superior to them for re-
ducing anxiety [84] and thus facilitates the achievement
of optimal minimal maintenance drug treatment. One
proposed mechanism explaining the beneficial results of
anticonvulsant adjunctive treatment in schizophrenia is
their antikindling effect [80]. We have also related their
beneficial effects to an antagonism of a calcium-depen-
dent process [73]. We recommend adjunctive gabapentin
treatment as a first choice for desensitization from SSRI
treatment, although lamotrigine can also be prescribed
as adjunctive therapy with SSRIs as it has a mood-stabi-
izing effect. In a review, Goldberg and Burdick [85] con-
cluded that lamotrigine and gabapentin had fewer ad-
verse cognitive events than other anticonvulsants, and, in addition, emerging evidence suggests that lamotrigine may improve DIMD [86, 87]. Lamotrigine has also been shown to be effective as an adjunctive to antipsychotic monotherapy in first-episode patients with schizophrenia who become treatment resistant [88]. We estimate that 50% of cases of treatment-resistant schizophrenia can be related to supersensitivity psychosis. In patients for whom maintenance treatment is necessary, a minimal therapeutic dose can be established with the use of an anticonvulsant that will desensitize patients from chronic antipsychotic or SSRI administration.

In conclusion, overlooking DIMD-induced psychiatric symptoms and supersensitization syndromes will continue to lead to results such as those found in the CATIE study which show that olanzapine is the only atypical antipsychotic or SSRI administration.
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